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HPI / Human Plant Interfaces/Interaction




a speculative project within Project GroWorld to design and implement interfaces between humans and plants
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	 plant sensing


	 Jagdish Chandra Bose Jagadish Chandra Bose

	 early theories of plants responding to stimuli, emotions and sound.


	 proposed an electrical model of plant physiology, verified in 1992. 





	 the Backster effect

	 http://www.primaryperception.com/


	 The Secret Life of Plants by Peter Tompkins & Christopher Bird → have a copy of that more than willing to mail it (it is really really bad) (and I need the space)(whjb)


	 Horowitz, K. A., D.C. Lewis, and E. L. Gasteiger. 1975. Plant primary perception. Science 189: 478-480.





	 Plant_perception_(paranormal)


	 http://www.borderlands.com/newstuff/research/plantsas.htm


	 “Praxisseminar Pflanzenseele” > http://r-j.de/pflanze.htm


	  “Recent research from Vidi researcher Josef Stuefer at the Radboud University Nijmegen reveals that […] Many plants form internal communications networks and are able to exchange information efficiently”. > http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/09/070925095313.htm


	 Silent dialogue exhibition


	 “Institute for Predictive Sonobotanics” » http://sonobotanics.nescivi.nl/


	 etc+
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follow up


	 fictional plant list from wikipedia and plants in fables/mythology > List_of_fictional_plants


	 “famous movies starring plants” > http://plantsinmotion.bio.indiana.edu/plantmotion/famousplants/famousplants.html


	 black orchid characters > Black_Orchid


	 Robbedoes & Count Rommelgem, the mushroom expert.


	 microscopic plant worlds


	 “International People Plant Society”


	 dendrophila  
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I/O Plant




<bibtex>
 @inproceedings{conf/chi/KuribayashiST07,
title = {I/O plant: a tool kit for designing augmented human-plant interactions.},
author = {Satoshi Kuribayashi and Yusuke Sakamoto and Hiroya Tanaka},
booktitle = {CHI Extended Abstracts},
crossref = {conf/chi/2007a},
editor = {Mary Beth Rosson and David J. Gilmore},
pages = {2537-2542},
publisher = {ACM},
url = {http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/chi/chi2007a.html#KuribayashiST07},
year = {2007},
description = {dblp},
ee = {http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1240866.1241037}, isbn = {978-1-59593-642-4}, date = {2007-05-02},
keywords = {dblp }
} 
</bibtex>


	 video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5Gk0hRFzUY


	 http://web.sfc.keio.ac.jp/~culi/ioplant/


	 http://jeroenarendsen.nl/category/plants/
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	 resource for plant fables > http://www.egreenway.com/meditation/treemag.htm


	 hybrid human rice > http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/03/06/rice_humans/


	 sexy plants > http://www.gardening-tools-direct.co.uk/content/sexy_plants.html


	 cow eating tree

	 http://www.cryptomundo.com/cryptozoo-news/treeseatcows/


	 http://www.cryptomundo.com/cryptozoo-news/cryptobotany2/





	 virtual museum of carnivourous plants > http://www.sarracenia.com/galleria/galleria.html


	 Botanicalls twitter kit > http://www.botanicalls.com/kits/ in action > http://twitter.com/pothos


	 how to annoy a plant, devilish >  http://music.columbia.edu/~douglas/portfolio/how_to_annoy_a_plant/








see also; 
Human-Plant-Human Interaction, Plant-Computer-Human Interaction, Human-Plant Interaction, etc+
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